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1. Introduction 
The classification of all groups with periodic cohomology is one of the classical 
high points of cohomology theory of finite groups (e.g. [4]). In this paper we con- 
sider a relative version of this. Our aim is to investigate group pairs (G, S), compris- 
ing a group G and a family S of subgroups of G, with the property that the relative 
cohomology groups of the pair (G,S) with coefficients in arbitrary G-modules A 
satisfy periodicity relations 
Hk(G S.A)ZH~+~(G S./l) , , , , (1.1) 
for some fixed natural number q E tN and all k 2 2. The relative cohomology we are 
referring to is that of [8] (cf. also [l] and [2, $11 2.9]), and the isomorphisms (1.1) 
are assumed to be natural in the module argument. Such a group pair (G, S) is said 
to be periodic with period q. 
Our main contributions are: 
(a) The complete classification of all periodic pairs (G, S) with G a finite group 
and S a finite family of subgroups (Theorem 3.3), and 
(b) a result which essentially reduces classification of arbitrary periodic pairs 
(G, S)-with G finitely generated accessible and S a finite family of subgroups-to 
the case when G is a fundamental group of a graph of finite groups with finite edge 
groups and whose infinite vertex groups are conjugate to members of S (see 
Section 5). 
2. Periodic group pairs 
A group pair (G, S) comprises a group G and a non-empty family S = { Si 1 i E I} 
of subgroups of G. Relative cohomology of the pair (G, S) with coefficients in a G- 
module A is defined as follows. One considers the corresponding permutation 
module ZG/S = @iEIZG/Si and its augmentation map E : ZG/S --n Z, which is the 
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homomorphism given by &(gS;) = 1 for all ie Z and all g E G. We denote the kernel 
of s by &,s). 
Definition. A group pair (G, S) is called periodic if dr,,s) is a periodic ZG-module, 
i.e. the functors Ext&(dCG,s),-) and Extlfq d LG ( (o,s), -) are naturally equivalent for 
some qf0. 
Remarks. (1) By dimension shift it follows that if dCG,s) is periodic, then, in fact, 
Ext$,(d(,,s,, -) and Extk+q d LG ( (o,s), -) are naturally isomorphic for all kr 1. The 
restriction to k> 1 is necessary since Extg,(d,A) = Hom,,(n,A) plays a special 
role. In particular if A =d is the injective hull of d, then Homzo(A,d) #0 whereas 
Ext$, (d, 6) = 0 for all q L 1. 
(2) By definition Hk(G, S; A) = Ext&‘(dCG,s) ,A), so that the definition of 
periodicity above coincides with the one given in the introduction. 
(3) Let S, denote a family of copies of the trivial subgroup 1 I G. Then ZG/So 
is a free G-module and we have the split exact sequence 
which shows that ExtiG(dCo,s,, -) and Ext’ zo(d(o,sUso), -) are naturally isomorphic 
for all ir 1. Hence as far as periodicity is concerned we can always replace (G, S) 
by (G, S U So) or vice versa. Hence we can always assume that the family of sub- 
groups S is non-empty. 
We should like to exclude one trivial case from our further investigation. If one 
of the subgroups Sj E S coincides with G, Sj = G, then the short exact sequence 
d(o,s,++ ZG/S+ Z splits and we obtain d (o,s)E @i+j ZG/‘Si. Hence in this case 
(G, S) is a periodic pair if and only if all the remaining subgroups Si E S, i # j, are 
(finite) periodic subgroups of G-and that is all we can say in this situation: given 
an arbitrary group G and a family of periodic subgroups S, then (G, GUS) is a 
periodic pair. Therefore we can henceforth assume that all members of S areproper 
subgroups of G. 
Now let us consider a pair (G,S) and its short exact sequence 
O+do,s,+HG/SLB+O. (2.1) 
If N is a subgroup of G, we can view (2.1) as a sequence of H-modules and we ob- 
tain, by Mackey’s decomposition theorem, the exact sequence of H-modules 
o+d(G,S)- Z(H/Hfl SF)-z-o (2.2) 
where the Xi are systems of double coset representatives of H \ G/S;. 
Theorem 2.6 of [3] asserts that A is a periodic i7G-module with period q if and 
only if there is an exact sequence of ZG-modules 
O+A @P+ZJq_i+ ... +P, +P,-+A -to (2.3) 
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with P,Pj projective for all Oli<q. This applies, of course, to A,,,,. If we take 
A to be the trivial G-module Z, then (2.3) shows that the projective module Pq_l 
contains non-trivial fixed points, which is only possible when G is a finite group. 
Hence Z is a peridic ZG-module if and only if G is a finite periodic group in the 
classical sense. The same argument proves 
Lemma 2.1. Let A aperiodic ZG-module with H’(G,A)#O. Then G is finite. 0 
Another immediate consequence of the definition is 
Lemma 2.2. Let A = @islAi be a direct sum of ZG-modules. Then A is a periodic 
ZG-module if and only if each Ai is a periodic ZIG-module, ic I. 0 
If we take H=Sj, then the sequence (2.2) splits as a short exact sequence of Sj- 
modules and we obtain 
A (o,S)G@ @z(sj/sjnsf) (2.4) 
as an +module (SJ* =x-‘Sjx, summation as in (2.2) except x $ Sj when i =j). Hence 
Proposition 2.3. If (G, S) is periodic, then Sjn Sf is a (finite) periodic group for all 
i, jEI and all XeSj. 
Proof. If ACo,s) is periodic as a G-module, then it follows from [3, Theorem 2.61, 
referred to above, that A,,,, is also periodic as an Sj-module. Hence from (2.4) 
and Proposition 2.2 we obtain that ZSj/‘SjnS,’ is a periodic Sj-module, which 
implies that SjnS,x is a periodic group. 0 
Corollary 2.4. If (G, S) is periodic, then every member Sj E S which is not periodic 
is self-normalizing. This applies, in particular, to the infinite members of S. 0 
3. The case of a finite group G 
In this section we assume that the group G is finite and S is a finite family of sub- 
groups of G. The situation is simplified by the following result: 
Proposition 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent for a finite group pair 
(G S): 
(i) G is periodic; 
(ii) (G, S) is periodic and all members Si E S are periodic. 
Proof. By [6, Theorem B] a ZG-lattice A is periodic if and only if for every prime 
p dividing JGI and every finitely generated FpG-module A4 there is an integer kM 
such that 
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Here Ep stands for the prime field of characteristic p. The exact sequence (2.1) splits 
over Z and hence remains exact when we reduce modp. Applying ExtFp(-,M) thus 
yields a long exact sequence which shows that if any two of the three G-modules 
d(o,s), ZG/S, Z are periodic, so is the third one. Proposition 3.1 now follows from 
the elementary observation that ZG/S is a periodic G-module if and only if each 
Si E S is a periodic group, and that if G is periodic, then so is every subgroup of G. 
In view of Proposition 3.1 we now have two types of finite group pairs (G, S) 
which are periodic for somewhat rivial reasons: 
(a) The pairs where one of the members of S coincides with G while the others 
are periodic. 
(b) The pairs with G a periodic group. 
Proposition 3.2. Apart from these two types there are no periodic pairs (G, S) with 
G a finite nilpotent group. 
Proof. In a nilpotent group there are no self-normalizing proper subgroups. Hence 
if none of the Si E S coincides with G then, by Corollary 2.4, they are all periodic, 
hence so is G, by Proposition 3.1. 0 
Proposition 3.2 determines all periodic pairs of p-groups. From there we can get 
hold of all finite periodic pairs by using the notion of p-periodicity. A ZG-lattice 
A is said to be p-periodic for a prime p, if the &G-module A OH &, is periodic, 
where &, is the ring of p-adic integers. Periodicity of a lattice A is ruled by p- 
periodicity with respect to the primes p 1 ICI, for one has for every ZG-module B 
a natural isomorphism 
n 2 1. The group pair (G, S) is said to be p-periodic if the ZG-lattice LI(~,~) is p- 
periodic; and hence (G, S) is periodic if and only if (G, S) is p-periodic for all primes 
p 1 IG 1. Recall that the group G itself is p-periodic if and only if the Sylow subgroup 
P is periodic, that is if P is cyclic or generalized quaternion. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (G, S) be a finite pair and PI G a Sylow p-subgroup. For each 
i EX choose a system Xi of double coset representatives for P \ G/Si. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (G, S) is p-periodic; 
(ii) (P, {PnSF 1 iEZ, XEXi}) is periodic; 
(iii) either P is periodic or there is some j E Z and x0 E Xj such that PI SF and 
Pn SF is a (proper) periodic subgroup of Px E Xi with (x, i) #(x0, j). 
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Proof. By [4, Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.41, d(o,s) is p-periodic if and only 
if d(o,s) is a periodic ZP-module. The equivalence (i) e (ii) thus follows from the 
short exact sequence (2.2) with H= P. The equivalence (ii) * (iii) is obvious from 
Proposition 3.2. 0 
The conclusion (iii) of the theorem can be made somewhat more stringent if one 
insists that P is non-periodic in the second case. This implies, in particular, that 
SJ!” is non-periodic-and hence self-normalizing by Corollary 2.4. By the Frattini 
argument this is equivalent to saying that S,T” contains the normalizer of P. We 
formulate this in a special case: 
Corollary 3.4. The group pair (G, S) is p-periodic if and only if G is p-periodic or 
there is a Sylo w p-subgroup P of G with No(P) I S and Pn Pg is p-periodic for all 
geN,(P). •I 
Examples. Let p be an odd prime and q=p”. Take G to be either PSL2(q) with 
n 22 or PSU3(q) with n 2 1, and let S= No(P) be the normalizer of a Sylow p- 
subgroup P of G. Then (G, S) is p-periodic since Pn Px = 1 for all x $ No(P), but 
G is not p-periodic since P is not cyclic. 
The following result gives some further insight into the structure of a periodic 
group pair: 
Proposition 3.5. Let (G, S) be a periodic group pair with G finite. Then every non- 
periodic subgroup Hr G is conjugate to a subgroup H, in which the intersection 
H, n S is self-normalizing. 
Proof. By viewing 0 + A(,,,) + ZG/S -+ Z + 0 as an exact sequence of H-modules, 
we obtain 
O+d(G,Sj+ @ Z(H/HnSx)+Z+O, (3.1) 
X6X 
where X is a system of double coset representatives of H \ G/S. Since H is not 
periodic, there is x,,EX such that 1 # HflSXo and HnSXo is not periodic. We claim 
that N,(Hfl Sxo) = Hn Sxo. If not, then by viewing (3.1) as an HflSXo split exact 
sequence we exhibit Z as an HnSxo-direct summand of d(,,s). This implies that 
HflSXo is periodic. Hence N,(HnSxo) = HflSXo. We take H, = HXo- ‘. 0 
4. Decomposition of infinite periodic pairs 
We shall now start to investigate infinite periodic pairs (G,S) somewhat more 
systematically. The first result shows that we can restrict attention to the case where 
all members Si E S are of infinite index in G. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let (G, S) be a periodic pair with 1 # IG : Sj I< 00 for some Sj E S. 
Then G is finite. 
Proof. The short exact sequence (2.1) gives rise to the long exact sequence 
0 --f ff'(sj; d(G,S)) -tHO(Sj;~G/S)~HO(Sj;Z)-,.... (4.1) 
Let T be a left transversal for G/Sj. Then we find two linearly independent 
elements in the Sj-invariant part of ZG/S, namely 1 . Sj and (C,, r t)Sj . Since 
HO(Sj; z) =z we find HO(Sj; d(o,s))#O. Now if d(o,s) is periodic as a G-module, it 
is also periodic as an Sj-module. But then the exact sequence (2.3) for the 
Sj-module A = d (o, s) shows that the projective Sj-module Pq_, contains non-trivial 
Si-invariant elements. This is only possible when Sj and hence G is infinite. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Let (G, E) be a periodic pair, where E is a family of finite sub- 
groups of G = lirn Gj, j E J, with Gj a finitely generated accessible subgroup of G 
for all jE J and lJI = 8,. Then G is the fundamental group of a finite graph of 
finite groups. 
Proof. We consider the short exact sequence 
where Q is the field of rational numbers. Then for any QG-module A we have the 
following long exact sequence: 
. . . +H”(G;A)+ n H”(Ei,A)-tExt~G(d(G,E)O~,A) 
iEI 
+ff”+‘(G; A) + . . . . 
Since H”(Ei, A) =0 for all n >O, it follows that 
Ext&+(o,E)@(k)=H ‘+‘(G;-), for all nrl. 
Hence in the language of [7], G “has periodic cohomology after 1 step over Q”. 
The result then follows by [7, Theorem 3.21. 0 
Let (G, S) be a group pair, with S = {Si 1 i E I}. Our main result of this section 
describes the behaviour of the infinite part Sinf of S with respect to periodicity; that 
is, of 
Sinf={Si 1 iC1, /Sil =03}* 
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a finitely generated accessible group and S a family of proper 
subgroups of G. If (G, S) is periodic, then G is the fundamental group of a graph 
of groups (65,X), where each edge group is finite and where the family of infinite 
vertex groups {G, 1 u E V(X), lGol = m} coincides, up to conjugacy, with Sinf , i.e., 
there are elements g, E G such that 
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{Gp ( DE V(X), JG,I =a} =Sinf. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1 we may assume that S,r#O. Then the short exact se- 
quence 
0 + d co, si,,.) + ZG/Si,r + Z + 0 
gives rise to the exact sequence 
res 
(*I 0 -, HomZG(&,Si,f);X) -+ ff’(G; ZG) - H’(Si,f; ZIG). 
As Si,r#O and each Si E S is proper, we have certainly d(G,s,,f) ~0. d(o,s,,f) is a sub- 
module of a dcG,s) which, being a periodic ZG-module, is a submodule of a free 
ZG-module. Hence d (o, sinf) is a non-trivial submodule of a free module and as 
such admits non-trivial homomorphism into ZG. 
Thus we have shown that the kernel of the restriction map in (*) is non-trivial. 
By Swarup’s relative version of Stalling’s structure theorem [5] we then know that 
G has a non-trivial decomposition as an amalgamated product G = Gi *F G2 or an 
. . 
HNN-decomposition G = Gi *F, where F is finite and each Si E Sinr is conjugate to 
a subgroup of G, or GZ. The same holds, of course, for the finite members of S. 
Hence we can find families of subgroups S (j) of Gj (j = 1,2) such that UP to con- 
jugacy S = S”‘U S2). Clearly d (o,,st;b) is a ZGj-submodule of d~G,si,fJ which is again 
a submodule of a free module. Hence we have Hom,o,(~~o,,s~$; ZGj) # 0 if and 
only if d,o,, s;;;) = 0. If so, we repeat the decomposition procedure with Gj. Since G 
is accessible the procedure ends after a finite number of steps, so that we eventually 
find a decomposition of G as a fundamental group of a finite graph of groups (X, Y) 
with all edge groups finite, such that up to conjugacy S is the union of families S, 
of subgroups of the vertex groups G,, and such that for each u E V(Y) either S, 
consists of finite groups or d(o,,s,.,r) - 0. In other words we have for each vertex 
UE V(Y) either S,inr=0 or S,i”r={G”}. 
Assume that S, consists of finite groups only. The short exact sequence (2.2) 
with H= G, shows that d,ou, r) with 
T={G”flS~ 1 SiES,, XEXi}, 
where Xi is a system of double coset representatives of G, \G/&, is periodic. 
Hence, by Proposition 4.2, G, is the fundamental group of a graph of finite 
groups. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
5. Loose ends 
Theorem 4.3 has provided some insight as to what a periodic pair (G,S) could 
look like. Our next task would be to write down pairs of groups of the type given 
in the theorem and to work out necessary and sufficient conditions for its periodicity. 
We were not able to achieve this goal, and it is explained in the remarks below what 
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the obstacles are. But we are at least able to classify the periodic pairs, when each 
edge group is contained in a member of the corresponding family of subgroups: 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be the fundamental group of a graph of groups ((3,X) with 
finite edge groups. For each vertex v E V(X) let S, be a family of subgroups of the 
vertex group G, , and let S be the (disjoint) union over all S,. If we assume that for 
every edge e of X with origin a(e) and terminus p(e) the image of the embeddings 
G, 5 Ga(e) and G, ++ GpCe) are contained in a member of S,,,, and SpCe), respectively, 
then (G, S) is periodic if and only if every edge group G, and every pair (G,, S,) is 
periodic with a uniform period q. 
Proof. Let J be an orientation of X. Then we have the short exact sequence of ZG- 
modules assocated to (65,X) and arising as the right-hand side column in the follow- 
ing commutative diagram: 
@ UG/G, 
0 - @zG @ A(G,,S,,) - @ ZG/S, - @ ZG/G, - 0 
LG,, u E V(X) 0 E V(X) 
! II i 
0 ’ AG,S) + Z(G/S) ,n ’ 0. 
The rows of the diagram are given by the definition of A(,,, and A(o,,S,) tensored 
with HG. As usual we can assume that all families S, are non-empty (see Remark 
3 in Section 2). By diagram chasing we obtain in the left-hand side column the exact 
sequence 
(*) O+ @ ZGO~G~A(G,,S,)-+A(G,S)-$ @ ZG/G,+O. 
"E V(X) eGd 
We shall show that (*) has a ZG-splitting, so that the theorem becomes obvious. 
Of course, it is enough to show that 
Ext:,(ZG/G,,~GO,,“A,,“,s,))= 0 
for all e E d and all v E V(X). But this Ext group is, by the Shapiro Lemma, isomor- 
phic to 
H’(G,; ZG @EG, A K&s,))* 
Now, the coefficient module is isomorphic, as a ZG,-module, to 
@ =,O E(G,nG:) A(G;3;), 
XEX 
where X is a system of double coset representatives of G,\ G/G,. Moreover, as G, 
is finite, induced modules are coinduced, whence, again by the Shapiro Lemma, 
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We consider the short exact sequence 
(**) O-d,,~,,~,~ZG,X/S::-tZ-o. 
As we shall only need the Z(G,XflGt)-module structure, we can write its middle 
term as 
ZG;/S’:z @ @ Z(G,nG,X/(G,nG,X)n(SiX)Y), 
ier, _vE Y, 
where Z, = {i E Z 1 Si E S,}, and Y; is a system of double coset representatives of 
G, fl G,X \ G,X/St . Now G,fI G,Xr Gz for some edge group G,, . Hence by hypo- 
thesis there is i. EZ, with Gg I&:, which of course implies that (**) splits as 
Z(G,Xfl G,“)-modules. 
Hence it suffices to show that 
H’(G,n G,X; @ @ iZ(GJl G,X/G,n G,xn (S;)y) = 0. 
i E Iu y E Y, 
But as G,fl G,X is finite, this group is isomorphic to 
i$ $y fP(c,n c:ns;~; z) = 0. 
” I 
This proves the theorem. 0 
Remark. The assumption that for each edge e the edge group G,<G,(,) and its 
image under the embedding G, ti GDCej are contained in one of the members of SaCej 
and SpC,) respectively has only been used in order to prove that the exact sequence 
(*) splits. And the splitting was needed since we know very little about the behaviour 
of arbitrary short exact sequences of ZG-modules with respect to periodicity. (Note 
that if G is finite we could do without the splitting in the proof of Proposition 3.1 
since by 16, Theorem B] periodicity is equivalent to boundedness of the dimension 
of the Ext groups). More systematical information in this direction would indeed 
by highly interesting. 
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